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Abstract: This paper presents a steganographic approach utilizing Unicode
space and Zero-Width Characters. The existing techniques are less robust,
not sensitive against steg-analysis and attain low hiding capacity. The
proposed technique outperforms the limitations in existing approaches. It
tenders high hidden capacity by using lose-less compression algorithm and
embedding 4 bits per space using any version of MS Word file as a stego
carrier. Moreover, robustness is highly improved by adding multi-layers of
security and sensitivity has been created with addition of SHA-1 algorithm.
The experimental results verify that the proposed scheme has increased the
capacity 4 times and creates 4 times smaller stego-text as compared to
existing Unispach method. Moreover, the transparency has not been
affected which shows that our approach is best suitable for large messages
when high security is required.
Key words: Covert Communication; Zero-Width Character; Unicode Space
Characters; Permutation; SHA-1.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Information hiding is the concealment of secret message into cover file [1]. Now
a days, due to extensive use of internet and other communication mediums, it is
necessary to protect secret information from being accessed by intruder over
communication mediums [2]. The applications of information hiding are initiate
from old Greek times [3]. At that time, crucial messages were sent by foot, horses
and by memorizing. They also used tablets and shaved heads to encode secret
messages. The ancient Romans used invisible inks [4] for this purpose. With
increasing inventions of new technologies and applications, new threats arouse and
to prevent these threats new mechanisms were invented [5]. Generally, Information
hiding has two major sub disciplines: Cryptography and Steganography [2, 3].
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Cryptography means hidden or secret writing that protects the contents of secrete
message [6]. Steganography means covered writing or concealed writing and it is
one of the major disciplines among the information hiding methods getting more
importance day by day [4]. Steganography is given preference over cryptography
because of its ambiguous structure that attracts the intruder to sense the existence of
secret information [4, 7]. John Wilkins has given preference to steganography over
cryptography because of non-suspicious behaviour of steganography [4, 8].
Steganography is a method that keeps the existence of message secret in cover file
and creates a covert communication. It camouflages secret message in the cover file
in such a way that without a recipient, no one realizes the presence of concealed
information [21, 24]. Steganography techniques are widely applied to English texts
[24]. These techniques are categorized into various disciplines according to the
utilized features of cover text [4, 14].
On the basis of cover mediums used to embed secret information, steganography
is classified into image, text, audio and video steganography [9]. Text steganography
is difficult because of less redundancy in text files in comparison with other digital
mediums [4,10,11]. On the other hand, text is occupying small space in memory,
simple in communication and is widely available over internet in digital form in
contrast to other mediums [12]. Text steganography has three main aspects: capacity,
robustness and transparency. These parameters are referred as strength measuring
elements of any text steganography method.
 Capacity is interpreted as the payload carrying capability of a cover text. The
number of bits it can embed in embedding phase is termed as its capacity.
 Robustness is the resistance of a stego-object to modifications, destruction
or extraction of concealed secret information by an intruder during
communication.
 Transparency is the innocuous look of a stego-object to eavesdropper
eliminating the impact of suspicious behavior [4, 13]. It must be the stegotext property to avoid the attention of intruder being an ordinary text to keep
the secret information secure.
Text based steganography is classified into three types on basis of concealment
into cover file: Format based steganography; Linguistic based steganography and
Random and Statistical Generation method [4, 14]. Format based methods modify
text or change text formats in cover file by inserting spaces, non-displaying
characters, style changing, words changing, lines changing, text resizing, and
original features changing in cover files [15-17].
Linguistic steganography conceals secret information by modifying linguistic
properties of cover text of a natural language. Linguistic steganography is further
divided into two types: syntactic methods and semantic methods [18-20]. Syntactic
methods camouflage secret message string by identifying proper places for insertion
of full stop (.) and comma (,). For embedding of bit 0, it inserts full stop and for bit
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1, it inserts comma [4, 20-22] . Semantic methods hide information by replacing
words with their synonyms [4, 20-22].
The proposed work presents a novel format-based open-spaces method defining
hybrid approach combining Unispach [23] and Zero-Width Characters [21]
approaches in a novel way using word document as a cover file. The presented
method overcomes the drawbacks of low embedding capacity and low robustness
without affecting the imperceptibility. The secrete string is permuted, compressed
and then thinnest width Unicode space characters i.e. Thin, Six-Per-Em, Hair and
Zero-Width Character (ZWC) are used collectively for embedding secret bits into
inter-word and inter-sentence spaces. Whereas, Unicode’s Hair, Six-Per-Em,
Punctuation and Thin are used in end-of-line and inter-paragraph spaces to encode
payload. The Unicode’s selected for embedding payload are similar just like a
normal space and does not affect the normal behavior of spaces present in stego-text
after embedding secret bits into spaces. The transparency of proposed technique is
same as of [23] because insertion of an extra character ZWC by proposed method
has no weight and did not increase space length. Whereas, the robustness and
capacity are enhanced by merging these characters.
2.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Format based steganography approaches [19, 21, 23, 25-33] are hiding secret
text either by using inter-word, inter-paragraph, word shift, line shift, features
coding, end-of-line, inter-sentence and special characters insertion between the
white spaces or by combining these methods as a hybrid solution. The disadvantage
of these schemes is low embedding capacity because these methods are concealing
either 1 or 2 bits only.
Open space approaches [19, 21, 31] are utilizing special characters to embed
information in white spaces. The problem with these approaches is lacking in
robustness because of absence of additional security layers. If someone senses the
applicability of underlying method, he would be able to extract concealed
information.
Feature based approach [25] utilizes diacritics to hide secret message. The main
problem of this approach is attraction of intruder attention because of changes or
modifications applied to the text. These methods are sensitive to any OCR program
and in case of retyping of stego-text, the secret information is lost.
Random and statistical generation methods use grammatical rules (Context Free
Grammar) of a certain language which generates cover file automatically and hides
secret message within cover characters [11, 16]. The random generation of stegotext gives the impact of encryption rather than steganography by attaining the
suspicious behavior.
Semantic methods include text substitution conception [1], multi-text
substitution [34], synonyms [35] and context-based substitution in order to hide
secret information [36] and requires a complete knowledge of the language. The
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main disadvantage of these approaches is low embedding capacity because of
concealing 1 bit per substitution. Moreover, these approaches are less robust as once
the applicability is known intruder can easily extract the hidden information.
This paper is categorized into various sections. Section III includes problem
solution IV contains experimental results and discussion section V is about the
conclusion and future directions.
3.

PROBLEM SOLUTION

This section presents proposed scheme and a layout of information embedding
model. The embedding model is shown in Fig. 1.
Key 1
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Block
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Embedding
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Fig. 1. Proposed Text Steganography Model
At first stage, the secret message is converted into a binary string. This binary
string is further permuted according to a secret key and then inverted to get a
complex binary string to enhance the robustness of secret information. The
permutation is accomplished be permuting the secret bits to destroy the character
sequences to enhance the complexity level of proposed method. Inversion is also
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applied in same context to add another security layer to the secret information before
going through embedding process. In inversion process whole bit string is inverted
using ones compliment to get a new bit string used for embedding into cover.
Furthermore, the algorithm makes blocks of secret string having 4 bits per block to
reduce the size of secret bit string by designing a dictionary as shown in Table. 1.
The dictionary contains all sixteen possible combinations of 4 bits which are then
mapped to 2 bits pairs repeatedly unless whole string is processed. In this way all
sixteen combinations are grouped into four mapped combination blocks named as
G1, G2, G3 and G4. The group name has been used as a key in embedding and will
be used in extraction process to get back the 4 bit block corresponding to each 2 bits
extracted group.
Table 1. Shows compression dictionary
Combinations
Mapping
Group
0000
00
G1
0001
01
G1
0010
10
G1
0011
11
G1
0100
00
G2
0101
01
G2
0110
10
G2
0111
11
G2
1000
00
G3
1001
01
G3
1010
10
G3
1011
11
G3
1100
00
G4
1101
01
G4
1110
10
G4
1111
11
G4
Each pair of 2 bits is mapped with the four different combinations of 4 bits
groups as shown in Table 1. These four groups are constructed depending on the left
most two bits pair that remains unchanged for each group. For example G1 is based
on the bits pair ‘00’, G2 is based on ‘01’ and so on.
The algorithm scans the secret blocks and reduces each 4 bits block to 2 bits pair
according to dictionary in secret string and creates a key with group name. The 2 bits
representing group name are excluded from embedding process and only right
handed 2 bits pairs are combined to create a new bit string by reducing the size of
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secret bits string to half. This mapping and creation of new half-length bit string
implements the concept of compression by proposed method. Hence, the proposed
method is truly a multi-layered architecture that enhances the capacity, security and
robustness significantly.
3.1. Embedding Process
The Microsoft word document spaces are classified into two groups: (A) interword and inter-sentence spaces (B) end-of-line and inter-paragraph spaces. For
group A, the three smallest widths Unicode space characters Thin, Six-Per-Em and
Hair are selected and embedded into inter-word and inter-sentence spaces according
to randomly selected pair as shown in Fig. 2. This selection is made because these
Unicode characters are just like a normal space and do not give the impact of
anything suspicious. In addition, at the same time to encode next 2 bits payload, a
ZWC is inserted to the same space as it is a width-less character and does not affect
the overall space behaviour. For this purpose another random pair of 2bits is selected
from secret message string, if the selected pair is '00' then no ZWC is inserted before
or after the combination of Unicode and normal space, if the selected pair is '01' then
ZWC is inserted after the combination, if the selected pair is '10' then ZWC is
inserted before and if '11' then ZWC is inserted before and after the combination.
The insertion of ZWC continues in parallel with Unicode characters while
embedding in inter-word and inter-sentence spacing.
For group B, the four smallest width Unicode space characters Hair space, SixPer-Em, Punctuation and thin are randomly selected and embedded in end-of-line
and inter-paragraph spaces to encode a 2 bits payload per space in cover file as shown
in Fig. 3. The insertion of these character is also dependent on bits pairs randomly
selected from secret bits string as mentioned in Fig. 3.
Combination

Sequence

Character

Normal

00

Hair

00

Thin+Normal

01

Six-Per-Em

01

Six-Per-Em+Normal

10

Punctuation

10

Hair+Normal

11

Fig. 2. shows group A.

Thin

Sequence

11

Fig. 3. shows group B.

3.2. Proposed Algorithm
This section is about the embedding and extraction algorithms. Embedding
algorithm is used to conceal the secret data to the cover text at sender side. The
resulting cover file is transmitted over a communication channel and receiver
extracts the secret data by applying extraction algorithm and secret key on stegoobject.
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3.2.1. Embedding Algorithm
Start:
Input: Sec_ Message, Cover_ Text;
Procedure:
1. Convert
Sec_ Message
to Binary_ String;
2. Permuted_ String = Permute (Binary_ String);
3. Complemented_ String = one’s Complement (Permuted_ String);
4. Compressed_ String = Compress (Complemented_ String); as follows:
Repeat:
 Divide complemented_ String to block of 4 each;
 Sub Divide each block to 2 part having 2 bits each;
 Assign group No. to 1st 2 bits according to group formation;
 Generate compressed_ String of 2nd part of completed_ String;
Until (end of Complemented_ String. length)
5. Valid_ Cover_ Text (Cover_ text):
 IF (No_ of_ Spaces (Cover_ Text) >= ¼(Compressed_ String.
LENGTH)
Return TRUE;
 ELSE
Return FALSE
6. Embedding (Cover_ Text, Compressed_ String) //For inter-word and intersentence spaces
 Generate Random_ Series_ Numbers;
 FOR (each 2 bits pair of Compressed_ String)
o IF(space= ‘inter-word/inter-sentence’)
o Embed Unicode_ Char into white space of cover-text w.r.t 2
bit pair value according to Random_ Series_ Numbers;
 FOR (each 2 bits pair of Compressed_ String)
o Embed ZWC to the left, right or both sides of Unicode w.r.t 2
bit pair value randomly;
 Else
// For inter-sentence and inter-paragraph
spaces
o Embed Unicode_Character in white space of cover-text w.r.t 2
bit pair value randomly;
 Update cover_ Text after Embedding;
7. Calculate hash Function of Cover_ Text;
Output
Stego_ Text, Keys, hash- value;
End:
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3.2.2. Extraction Algorithm
Start:
Input: Stego_ Text, Keys, hash_value;
Procedure:
1. Calculate Hash function value to check authenticity of Stego_ Text;
2. Extract secret bits from stego_ Text using key;
3. Decompress 2 secret bits to 4 by combining 2 extracted bits pair with 2 bits pair
obtained using groups dictionary;
4. Generate decompressed bit string;
5. Find one’s complement of decompressed String;
6. De-permute the complemented String;
7. Get the byte String of de-permuted Binary_ string
8. The resultant string is extracted Secret_ Message
Output: Secret_ Message
End
The proposed method is implemented having two phases; Embedding and
extraction phase as described in algorithms. The system first embeds the secret bits
by applying all the predefined functions to a MS word file. Furthermore, it extracts
the secret message by applying a reverse procedure to the stego file. The screen shot
of implemented system is provided in figure 4.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section contains the experiments results carried out for testing of proposed
system and results analysis. The proposed algorithm is tested against two basic
parameters of text steganography: capacity and robustness. The detailed analysis is
illustrated below to have a close look on the achieved results that overcome the
limitations exists in text steganography techniques.
4.1. Capacity Analysis
Capacity of the proposed system is measured in terms of the ratio obtained as a
result of hidden bits amount per space in cover file. The capacity results are
compared with existing work [23] which showed that the proposed method has
higher embedding capacity. For experiments we have taken 11different sets of
payloads and embedded those to cover-text with minimum number of spaces count
using both methods which showed that the proposed method requires 4 times lesser
spaces for a fix size of payload than Unispach.
It is observed that Unispach embeds 2 bits / space and the proposed technique
embeds 4 bits / space but, the proposed method also compresses the string to half
before embedding. So, mathematically speaking if we overall calculate the number
of bits per space, the proposed technique embeds 8 bits / space that is 4 times greater
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than the Unispach. It shows that the proposed method is rich enough than existing
methods in terms of capacity analysis. Fig.5 shows the results of our approach in
comparison with Unispach [23] in terms of space count of both techniques verses
fixed size payload.

Fig. 4. Screen shot of implemented Text Steganography System.
4.2. Stego-text Size Analysis
The experimental results for maximum steg-text size analysis show that for a
fixed size of secret message, the average increment in output stego-text size is 4
times smaller than Unispach followed by White-steg, SNOW, Spacemimic and
WbStego4open respectively. Fig. 6 depicts that all these approaches required larger
cover files for embedding secret data as they required more number of white spaces
as compared to proposed technique. It is so because the proposed technique embeds
more number of secret bits per space as compared to existing techniques.
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Fig. 5. Capacity comparison of Unispach versus Proposed Technique
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Fig. 6. Stego-text size comparison for a fix size of payload.
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Table. 2 further clarifies the results of average stego-text sizes created as output
for different techniques used for a fixed size of payload by embedding in minimum
size of cover text as shown in Fig. 6.
S.M
[KB]
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
*

Unispach
9
16
29
56
103
187
348
667
1320
2595
5125

Table 2. Stego-text size against different size of payload
WbStegoSpacemiProposedT
Snow
Whitesteg
4open
mic
echnique
47
45
40
25
3
92
80
80
43
4
183
134
154
81
7
362
266
307
146
14
772
527
616
274
26
1437
1020
1227
500
47
2871
1998
1446
930
87
5743
4150
4909
1810
167
11493
8709
9797
3608
330
22992
17383
19607
7105
649
45979
34731
*
14127
1282

spacemimic method fails to process S.M of 1024 KB and above.

4.3. Robustness Analysis
Robustness is the resistive power of an algorithm to various steg-analysis attacks
to access crucial information without having secret key and permission. The
information must only be extracted by authorized persons having secret key. For this
purpose, the output stego-text produced is tested against various types of steganalysis attacks which reveal the strength of proposed approach against the intruder
illegal intervention and actions. The experiments show that output stego-text
produced is highly robust in comparison with Unispach, if it is tried to temper. It
intimates the receiver about the illegal action, if performed by any unauthorized
personnel, during communication.
Visual attack
The visual attack is worthless because the stego-text looks normal and human
eye cannot detect any irregular pattern.
Statistical attack
The proposed approach is robust to statistical attacks because the behaviour of
word document is normal. It would not be possible to detect the secret message by
analysis of consecutive neighbour spaces difference by the intruder as there is no
ambiguity among spaces created by the proposed method. Suppose if someone is
successful to read the characters in spaces, it is still impossible to extract secret
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information because the secret string in permuted, complemented, compressed and
bit pairs are selected randomly for embedding with different secret keys making it
highly secure and robust.
Format, insertion, deletion, reordering, re-composition and replacement
attack
The stego-text is capable to address all these attacks and will pop up a message
about illegal action of intruder to ensure the integrity of stego and will inform the
receiver. In case of any illegal action, it displays a message shown in Fig. 7 to the
receiver and demands for resending of secret information by the sender.

Fig. 7. Pop up Message for any above attack
4.4. Transparency / imperceptibility
Stego-text produced as output is highly Imperceptible and no suspiciousness can
be detected with human eye. Only authorized person can access the information and
capable to extract it successfully. The experimental results have proved that the
stego-text created has same imperceptibility as compare to Unispach. A secret
message has been embedded through both techniques using same cover-text and
resultant stego-text created of Proposed technique as shown in Fig. 8 is completely
identical to Unispach as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Stego-text created by proposed technique
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Fig. 9. Stego-text created by Unispach
The strings similarity of different words has been checked through jaro-winkler
score which is same in comparison to Unispach while extra character (ZWC)
addition in spaces does not affect the visual appearance as shown in Fig. 10. The
Jaro-Winkler score of ‘1’ depicts that the cover and stego-texts are exactly same and
if the value is ‘0’, it shows that the strings are totally different. The proposed method
attains the score of ‘1’ showing that it does not compromise on the transparency of
stego-text.
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Fig. 10. Transparency analysis of Unispach versus Proposed Technique
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed novel approach is open-space format-based text steganography
method that utilizes the white spaces to embed the secret information. MS word
document is utilized as a cover object that carries the secret information on
communication channel. Moreover, all the versions of MS word are compatible for
proposed method to use as a cover file. The proposed method is robust, transparent
and capable of attaining higher capacity as compared to Unispach and other existing
text steganography techniques. Moreover, the experimental analysis depicts that it is
robust, secure and perceptible. The results show that the concealing capacity is
enhanced from 2bits/space to 4 bits/ space i.e. it is doubled after reduction of string
to half through self-designed lose-less compression technique.
In future, the capacity and other parameters like imperceptibility, robustness and
security could be enhanced by adding some novel features to the work. In this regard,
an encryption algorithm can be a good addition to add another standard security layer
to the secret text.
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